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Overview
When you purchased your SEACAM silver, quality, safety, technology and design played an important role. For the same
reasons you should trust the SEACAM accessories. All products
are perfectly adapted to your system and offer you tailor made
solutions for all photographic situations.

Flash Arms
The enormous and continuously selectable power of 0 – 12 Nm
and the light weight make the FLASHARM an extremely strong
partner. The patented brake disk technology makes it possible
to retain flash devices in position even on land. Under water
you can adjust the arm quickly and sensitively by means of releasable levers. The perfectly sealed hollow construction creates
buoyancy and the arms available in different lengths improve the
adjustable range for wide angle and macro. Through different
combinations there is no limit to the range of possible adjustments. Adapters are available for external flash devices. The arm
comes in a practical protective neoprene bag.
The master of underwater photography Kurt Amsler shows you with
example pictures how you can set your motive into the right light.

Cables
The vast amount of electronic data is exchanged between the
camera, the flash or remote system via sockets and removable
synchronous cables. With the robust and reliable S6 plug system
and the especially sturdy spiral and standard cables in various
lengths we offer you a durable and safe cable system.
With SEACAM cables we have standardized the S6 plug system;
it conforms to the CE norms and is applicable for flash and
remote use. We also deliver special lengths as well as adapters
in the most varied formats.

S6 System
A precise data transfer has to be robust, easy to use and absolutely functionally reliable. For these reasons SEACAM started
working on a trend-setting innovation already 10 years ago –
the 6 pin data connection. With 6 robust hard gold plated pins,
a system that is absolutely safe to plug in and the fourfold
O-ring waterproofing we have achieved a perfect connection for
many years.
The S6 system’s superior performance is a must in the digital
world and performs faultlessly in practice.
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